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DISCLAIMER
Any views or opinions expressed in the NWCC newsletter do not necessarily represent those of
the club, its officers or committee members. No responsibility can be accepted for inaccurate or
misleading information within this newsletter.
Please note: The Third Party Liability Insurance, that the Club has taken, out only covers
members when attending events that have been booked through the Club. For other events
attended individually, please make sure that you are covered by your own insurance.
Car Parts, equipment and consumables.
www.cesuk.com

ces uk

or tel: 01244 377 118. Quote account no: NWC003

DRB CAR SPARES A1

MOTOR
STORES

Orford Green, Warrington

Please remember to take your Club Membership Card with you in order to claim your discount

FRONT COVER

Top: “Wait and See”, Charles Burrell showman’s engine,

Lower: Ford (USA) Ploughmaster 960, hi-clearance rowcrop tractor,
both at the Jolly Thresher, Boxing Day, 2017

REAR COVER
1950 DeSoto, Lymm Transport Festival, June 2017
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Next Meeting: 13th February
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CHAIRMAN,S CHATTER
Hi All,
Happy New Year.
I can see from my calendar that 2018 is going to
be another busy year for all at North West Casual
Classics. A quick count up reveals about 30
Shows / Runs so far. It's not that long ago that we
were only just starting the Events list in late
January, how things have changed!
Not much is happening in the early months,
save for some fervent spannering in workshops
all over the classic car world, mine included. The
re-upholstering of the front Austin seats remains
unresolved, but now the festivities have
concluded, I will now make those phone calls
required to start the process. The dashboard in
the Austin is made of a piece of plywood covered
with a walnut veneer, surprisingly not original.
Bakelite was the name of the game at the end of
WW2, the new wonder material I suppose the
'Graphene' of its day. I like the wood look, so I'll
either refinish the old one (the veneer is bubbling
in places) or make a new one and cover it with a
similar walnut finish. The speedometer is very
optimistic, reading 40 mph when 30 mph is where
it's at. I have phoned Speedograph Richmond
(01159 264235) who are the 'go to' people for this
sort of thing and I have to send them a picture of
the gauge in the first instance, then they will know
what is involved. When Kenny and I were at the
NEC Classic Car Show in November we collected
some LED bulbs from Classic Dynamo and
Regulator and it got me thinking if I should do
something similar, as the dashboard lights are not
that bright and while I have the whole thing out
………..
Anne and I attended the annual Boxing Day
Steam Gathering at Lymm, which this year fell on
the 26th Dec! I'll get my excuses out now; I didn't
use the Stag 'cos our neighbour had blocked the
garage where it's parked and I didn't use the
Austin because it was raining, really hard! I don't
worry about using the car in the rain but there are
limits. The wipers are OK-ish, but wouldn't be
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much use against that downpour. Ironically when
we got to Lymm, it wasn't raining at all! The event
was as good as usual and very well attended.
Some of us enjoyed a cup of coffee in the Jolly
Thresher after viewing the array of cars,
steamers and trucks. After managing to extricate
ourselves from the car park we decamped to the
Barn Owl, where we were well looked after with
heaped plates of food, the portions were truly
massive. Leah ordered a kebab, what arrived
was similar to an American meat eating contest
on a stick! Another great day in the annals of
North West Casual Classics
Next Club night will be our Trophy Night, so
those of you who have won prizes in 2017,
whether it be with NWCC or at another event, will
be asked to bring them to our special night.
Members are asked to keep an eye on your
emails as some of you will be nominated for
other prizes. I am hoping that Fuzz Townsend
will be able to join us too, this has yet to be
confirmed.
Here's to a great 2018!!

Cheers, Nigel
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Day
Date
Sun
21/1
Tue
13/2
Sun
6/5
Mon
7/5
Sat/Mon 26-28/5

Upcoming events

Event
Location
Post Christmas Meal Everglades Hotel, Derby Road, Widnes
WA8 3UJ
NWCC Club Night
Awards Evening,
St. Helens Transport Museum
Hall Street, St. Helens
WA10 1DU
Culcheth Carnival
Bank Holiday Monday
WA3 4ES
Chipping Steam Fair Green Lane Show Ground, Green Lane,
Clitheroe
PR3 2TQ
Sat/Sun 2-3/6 Classic & Performance Car Spectacular
Tatton Park, Knutsford
WA16 6QN
Sat
9/6 Hale Carnival
NWCC Annual Show
L24 4EA
Sun
24/6 Lymm Historic Transport Day
May Queen Field Drive, off Pepper St, Lymm
WA13 0JN
Sat/Sun 18-19/8 Passion For Power’ Classic Motor Show
Tatton Park, Knutsford
WA16 6QN
Events which NWCC organise, or are heavily involved with, are shaded blue above, others
which NWCC support have a grey shade.
If you attend, or have attended, an event that you think would be of interest to members, don’t
forget to get in touch with either of our Events team, details on the inside front cover, or do so
from the Club website Events page.
If you’ve enjoyed it, or even if you think it’s not worth attending, I’m sure Club members would
appreciate your views.
Please remember to visit the
Additionally, you can
Club’s website for a more compreview the latest from the
hensive listing, including entry forms
FBHVC (Federation of
for some events, by scanning the
British Historical Vehicle
QR code right, or by visiting our
Clubs) here:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/
website at:
http://www.northwestcasualclassics.com

Thank you

A huge thank you to all who supported Mary's
Meals 2017. December raffle raised £148amazing! The grand total for the year is £1135.
Donation from Steve Marran of £48.75 brings it up
to £1183.75. Thank you to all who have bought
my little "makes" throughout the year. I haven't
got a NWCC total but with your contributions I
have raised over £250. As any donations are
being doubled before the end of December, I
have sent £740. Thank you so much,
luv Sue xxx

The Joshua Tree
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SUPPORTING FAMILIES AFFECTED BY CHILDHOOD CANCER

For more information about
this charity to raise living
standards of children in Third
World countries, see
Sue Thomas
or visit:
www.marysmeals.org
As many members will know, this
year, the Club's adopted charity is 'The
Joshua Tree'.
Thus far, from a start in March, the
considerable efforts of the committee,
and of many other members of the
Club, have raised a total of £1,855.41.
Ed.
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your fbhvc xmas present!
The UK's Department for Transport has released the long-awaited definition of a Vehicle of Historic
Interest (VHI), which will define the classics that will be exempt for taking an MoT test.
Crucially, it also defines how modified classic vehicles should be dealt with.
The basic outcome is that most vehicles manufactured, or first registered, over 40 years ago will
(from 20 May 2018) be exempt from needing an MoT - but owners will still be able to have their
vehicles MoT'd if they wish to, and they won't be forced to register their vehicles as a VHI (Vehicle of
Historic Interest).
Vehicles that were modified in period - including specials - will be allowed to be registered as VHIs,
and will therefore be exempt from the need for an MoT as well.
Vehicles that have been modified in the last 30 years will not be eligible to be registered as a VHI, but
will simply need to be MoT'd each year, as they are currently. This is a rolling 30-year date, to protect
classics that are currently being modified, or that may be modified in the future.
However, modifications that improve 'the efficiency, safety, preservation or environmental
performance' of a vehicle, such as uprated brakes or electronic ignition, will not prevent the vehicle
from being granted VHI status.
There were widespread fears that modified vehicles in particular were to be legislated off the road,
but this has not been the case.
This is largely thanks to the work done by the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs with the
Department for Transport - a statement from the Federation says that, ”The FBHVC wishes to
express its appreciation of the open and collaborative manner in which the DfT approached these
discussions.”

NWCC at the Jolly Thresher
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The best F1 engine - ever?
Fifty one years ago, in 1966,
World motor sport's governing
body, the FIA, changed the
rules for Formula One engines,
raising capacity from 1.5 litres
to 3.0 litres, (or 1.5 litres with
forced induction).
To begin with, the then F1
manufacturers used available
2.0l engines from BRM and
Coventry Climax, however,
1967 saw the arrival of the first
'purpose-built' 3-litre F1
engines. The most important
engine was developed by
engineering company
Cosworth, which was
established in 1958, by Mike
Costin (younger brother of
Frank, of MarCOS fame) and Keith Duckworth.
Ford actually paid Cosworth £100,000 to develop
the engine apparently, only one tenth of the
funding needed to develop and produce a fullysynchromeshed, four-speed gearbox for the
105E Ford Anglia.
The F1 engine was a development of an initial
'proof of concept' four cylinder engine, based on
the Cortina 1.6l 'Kent' (cross-flow) cylinder block,
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which gradually increased in capacity,
eventually becoming the 2-litre Formula 2
engine, the FVA (four-valve, type A - an evolution
[FVC] is shown below left).
The 3-litre F1 engine (above) would use the
FVA head design! It must have been good
design, since the 1.6l Formula 2 engine
produced 225 bhp!
As a Formula 1 engine, the DFV initially
produced 400 b.h.p., this
rising to over 500 b.h.p. by
the end of its F1 career.
Initially priced at £7,500 in
1967, and rising, by 2005 to
£90,000, it was a costeffective power plant for
private constructors.
The engine was used by
the legendary Colin
Chapman in the
revolutionary Lotus 49, as
driven by Graham Hill and
Jim Clark (above), and this
d e s i g n w a s s o
revolutionary, since it used
the engine as a stressed
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The Ford Cosworth DFV

part of the chassis construction, rather than the
norm at the time, which was to hang the engine
within a ‘cradle’. This led to the car being lighter
than rival manufacturers’ designs, and mass is
the enemy of speed.
Although Ford originally inteneded the engine
to be for ‘works’ cars (i.e. Lotus), it was quickly
recognised that neither Ferrari, Maserati, Honda,
Repco nor Weslake had anything remotely
competitive and soon the engine was offered for
sale to independent
team owners or
manufacturers.
The following
Formula One
manufacturers used
the DFV engine (an
indication of how
different F1 was during
this era
buy an
engine, build a car
and go racing if you're
good enough, you
stand a chance - a far
cry from today's megaexpensive, highly
complex power units):
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Amon, Arrows, ATS,
Bellasi, Brabham,
Chevron, Connew,
Cosworth, De Tomaso,
Dywa, Ensign, Fittipaldi,
Hesketh, Hill, Kauhsen,
Kojima, Lec, Ligier, Lola,
Lotus, Lyncar, Maki,
March, Martini, McGuire ,
McLaren, Merzario,
Minardi , Osella, Parnelli,
Penske, RAM, Rebaque,
Shadow, Surtees, Tecno,
Theodore, Token, Trojan,
Tyrrell, Williams and Wolf
Teams using the engine
amassed twelve Drivers'
Championships and ten
Constructors' Championships. Eventually the
arrival of turbocharged engines in the early
1980's would spell the demise of the DFV as an
F1 power plant, although the creation of a new
Formula to replace F2 with F3000 cars, in 1985,
made use of the many now-redundant ex-F1
engines for a number of years, before Honda
arrived with a new, lighter, more powerful,
purpose-built Mugen F3000 engine.
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